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The Hittite genitive ending -ā̆n
Alwin Kloekhorst
Leiden University

This article argues that the Hittite genitive ending -ā̆n, which in the
handbooks is usually cited as a plural form, can have singular semantics as well, and therefore must be regarded as indifferent to number.
This feature can probably be projected back to Proto-Anatolian, and
therefore may alter our view on the reconstruction of the Proto-IndoEuropean case system.
In all modern handbooks on Hittite it is stated that in its oldest phase Hittite
knows a genitive plural ending in -ā̆n,1 which is lost as a living case ending
after the Old Hittite period. Yet, it has in the history of Hittitology sometimes been stated that this ending can have a singular meaning, as well. In
this article I will discuss the semantics of the genitive forms in -ā̆n, focusing
especially on the number they denote.
1

Research history

Already in Die Sprache der Hethiter, Hrozný identifies the form DINGIR MEŠ ‑an2
as a genitive plural form, translating it as ‘of the gods’ and equating its ending -an with the gen.pl. ending *-om of the other Indo-European languages
(1917: 48–9).3 Yet, in his edition of the Hittite law code, Hrozný translates the
It has the shape -ān when accented, like in patān /patn/ ‘feet’, and -an when
unaccented, like in nepišan /népisan/ ‘heavens’.
2 He cites the form as “ILÂNI pl.-an”.
3 Hrozný cites the PIE gen.pl. ending as *-ōm, as it is often reconstructed on the
basis of Gk. -ων and Skt. -ām. Yet, Kortlandt (1978; 2007) has on the basis of
especially Balto-Slavic and Germanic evidence persuasively argued that the
original ending was *-om instead and that Greek and Sanskrit have generalized
the o-stem ending *-o-om. Kümmel’s recent attempt to counter Kortlandt’s arguments (Kümmel 2013) is unconvincing (note that he does not treat the Germanic
evidence). Cf. also Kortlandt (2014).
1
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word LUGAL-an, which contains the ending ‑an as well, as a genitive singular form, ‘du roi’ (1922: 61, 143).4 Hrozný himself does not comment on this
seeming inconsistency.
In his 1936 paper on several genitive forms in -ā̆n, Ehelolf is more explicit
about this topic (1936: 174f.). He shows that, on the one hand, there are fairly
many examples where genitives in -ā̆n must have a plural meaning since
they are written as sumerographic constructions that use the plural markers
ḫI.A or MEŠ: e.g. DINGIR MEŠ -an uddār (VBoT 58 iv 5 (OH/NS)) ‘words of
the gods’, etc. Yet, Ehelolf agrees with Hrozný that, on the other hand, the
form LUGAL-an as attested in the law code seems to have a singular meaning, and he adduces two more of such instances: nu LUGAL-u̯an É-erza VI
PA ZI[D ?.DA …] (KUB 28.79, 6) “aus dem Hause des Königs 6 PA Me[hl? …”5
and nu labarnạn [(āššu) ēšr]i=ššet neu̯āḫ (KUB 43.63 obv. 7–8 (OH/LNS) //
KUB 43.61 i 5–6 (OH/NS)) “und erneuere das kostbare (geliebte?) Bild des
Labarna”. Since the ending -ā̆n would thus have both singular and plural
meaning, it is according to Ehelolf “inbezug auf den Numerus indifferent”
(o.c.: 174).
Despite Hrozný’s and Ehelolf ’s interpretation of some genitives in -ā̆n
as singular, Pedersen (1938: 32) calls the ending -ā̆n a genitive plural ending and specifically states that “[s]ingularisch ist die Form wohl nie”. Yet, in
his translation of some of the constructions in which the genitive in -ā̆n is
used, he does not use explicit plural semantics either: šiunan URU-aš “den
Gottesstädten”, LUGAL-an āška “dem Königstor”, and LUGAL-u̯an É-erza
“aus dem Königshause”.
Nevertheless, confusion on whether the ending -ā̆n represents a plural or
a singular genitive remains, as is seen, for instance, from Kronasser’s (1956:
104) statement that “der gen.pl. -an im sg. vorkommen kann”.
Laroche (1965) therefore conducts a detailed research into the genitives
in ‑ā̆n. He first shows that, of many examples, a plural interpretation is inevitable, not only because of the use of the sumerographic plural markers
ḫI.A or MEŠ, as mentioned by Ehelolf, but also because of other indications,
e.g. ḫūmandan LÚ.MEŠ ḫāpii̯an unuu̯ašḫuš=(š)muš (KBo 10.39 iv 29–31 (OH/
NS)) ‘the ornaments of all ḫāpi-men’, where the use of the 3rd plural enclitic
possessive pronoun =šmuš is indicative. Second, he argues that the examples
4 Namely in the phrases LUGAL-an āška (KBo 6.3 iii 63 (OH/NS)) “dans le magasin du ROI” and LUGAL-an āški (KBo 6.26 iii 21 (OH/NS)) “dans la cellule de
ROI”. Note that nowadays the noun āška- is translated as ‘gate’.
5 PA is a kind of measure unit.
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that were interpreted as singulars by Hrozný and Ehelolf are all dubious. For
instance, the sentence nu labarnan [(āššu) ēšr]i=ššet neu̯āḫ (KUB 43.63 obv.
7–8 (OH/LNS) // KUB 43.61 i 5–6 (OH/NS)), which Ehelolf translated as
“und erneuere das kostbare (geliebte?) Bild des Labarna”, should according
to Laroche rather be translated as “rénove le labarna, sa bonne statue”, i.e.
interpreting the form labarnan as an acc.sg. that stands in partitive apposition to āššu ēšri=ššet ‘his beloved statue’ (1965: 39, with reference to Friedrich
1960: 123–4). In the case of the form LUGAL-(u̯)an, occurrring in the phrases
LUGAL-(u̯)an āška-, translated by Hrozný as ‘gate “du roi”’, and LUGAL-u̯an
É-erza, translated by Ehelolf as “dem Hause des Königs”, Laroche must admit
that in principle a singular translation is the most natural one, since “LUGAL
désigne par définition un personnage unique” (1965: 37). Yet, he remarks
that, on the other hand, “la notion de “rois”, appliquée à la lignée des ancêtres, n’est pas étrangère aux Hittites” (ibid.), with which he seems to imply
that in these cases LUGAL-(u̯)an may be interpreted as a plural form ‘of the
kings’.6
Also Hoffner & Melchert (2008: 73) claim that all Old Hittite occurrences
of genitives in -ā̆n should be interpreted as denoting a plural because “there
are no assured Old Script examples of -an marking genitive singular”. They
therefore translate, for instance, the OH phrase LUGAL-an āški as “to/in the
gate of the kings”. All cases in MS and NS texts where -ā̆n seemingly denotes
a genitive singular are according to Hoffner & Melchert “not genitives or
may be errors” (2008: 73). Yet, further on in their grammar, in a chapter
discussing the endings of u-stem nouns, Hoffner & Melchert suddenly state
that “[i]t cannot be determined for certain whether LUGAL-an (*ḫaššuwan)
is singular ‘of the king’ or plural ‘of the kings’” (2008: 98 n. 89). So, despite
their strong earlier statement that -ā̆n is always a plural form, they are apparently not fully certain about it.
We can conclude that, although there is no doubt about the fact that the
genitive case in -ā̆n can have a plural meaning, there is at present no full consensus as to whether it sometimes had a singular meaning as well.

6 Nevertheless, Laroche does not believe that the genitive forms ending in ‑ā̆n are
real plurals, but rather were ‘collective’ forms. This assumption is based on a false
analysis of the pronominal genitive forms like apenzan ‘of them’, kenzan ‘of these’,
as rightly pointed out by Hoffner & Melchert (2008: 73 n. 39).
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More material

In the present article it is my aim to review the function of the genitive in
‑ā̆n. I will do so by adding new examples to the discussion that, to my mind,
paint a new picture of the basic function of the ending -ā̆n.
2.1 LUGAL-(u̯)an
As we have already seen above, the genitive form LUGAL-(u̯)an occurs predominantly in the phrase LUGAL-(u̯)an āška- (attested as such in the Old
Script version of the Law code, among others). This is often translated as
‘gate of the king’7 or ‘king’s gate’,8 in which LUGAL-(u̯)an is taken as a singular form. Yet, as was said already, Hoffner & Melchert translate this phrase as
‘gate of the kings’, taking LUGAL-(u̯)an as a plural form, inspired by Laroche’s
remark that here the Hittites may refer to a line of royal forefathers. The same
thought was applied by Laroche to the phrase LUGAL-u̯an É-erza, which instead of ‘house of the king’ should then be translated ‘house of the kings’.
Yet, there is another attestation of the genitive form LUGAL-an, for which
such an argument does not work. In KBo 17.15 obv.? 5 (OH/OS?) we come
across the phrase LUGAL-an LÚ MEŠ , in which LUGAL-an is combined with
LÚ MEŠ ‘men’. Although in the combinations with ‘gate’ and ‘house’ one could
argue that these refer to structures that have been named after the entire lineage of royal forefathers and therefore mean ‘gate of the kings’ and ‘house of
the kings’, respectively, a translation ‘men of the kings’ seems hardly credible.
Moreover, further on in the text we find several contexts in which a king is
mentioned in only singular cases (nom.sg. LUGAL-uš (ibid. 19, 23), dat.-loc.
sg. LUGAL-i (ibid. 18, 21)). This makes it very likely that the phrase LUGALan LÚ MEŠ refers to men belonging to that one king, and that we should translate it as ‘the king’s men’, i.e. with LUGAL-an as having a singular meaning.
2.2 ÍD-an
One of the fables featuring in the Hittite translation of the Hurrian Song of
Release starts with the following lines:

7 E.g. CHD Š: 46; HW2 A: 409; HW2 Ḫ: 442 (“Tor des Königs”).
8 E.g. HED H: 240; CHD P: 216, 298.
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KBo 32.14 (MH/MS) ii
26
27
28
29

alii̯anaš n=ašta ÍD-an tapuša kuiēš
u̯ešeš nu apūš u̯ešii̯attari
kezz=ii̯a=ka[n] kuiēš u̯ešeš nu=ššan apēdašš=a
š[ākuu̯a] zikkezzi
‘There is a deer. The meadows that are situated ÍD-an tapuša, on those
he is grazing. But the meadows that are on the other side, it keeps on
placing its eyes also on these.’

In his edition of this text, Neu translates ÍD-an tapuša as “auf der einen Seite
(= diesseits) der Flüsse (des Flusses?)” (1996: 79). So, although he in principle translates ÍD-an as a gen.pl. form ‘of the rivers’ (“der Flüsse”), he seems
to hesitatingly leave open the possibility that we could translate it as a singular form ‘of the river’ (“des Flusses”) as well. In his commentary on the text,
Neu does not specifically justify this translation. He only remarks that ÍD-an
tapuša is “ein aus dem alten Allativ (tapuša) und alten Genitiv? (auf -an)
bestehendes Syntagma,” but does not comment on whether ÍD-an is singular
or plural (1996: 129).
To my mind, the context clearly excludes a plural meaning of the form
ÍD-an, however. The picture that is being painted in this fable is clear: a deer
grazes on meadows on the one side of a river but longs for the meadows that
are situated on the other side. There is no need at all to assume the presence
of multiple rivers.
Yet, the translation “auf der Seite des Flusses”, i.e. ‘on the side of the river’,
does not do justice to the context either. The river is an element that has not
been mentioned before and does not play a significant role in the story. A
translation ‘of the river’ with a definite article is therefore unnecessary. It is
better to translate ÍD-an tapuša as ‘auf der Seite eines Flusses’, i.e. ‘on the side
of a river’ instead, or perhaps in an even more nonspecific way, namely as ‘on
the riverside’.
One could argue that since the fable about the deer at the riverside is
a translation of a Hurrian original, we should not place too much weight
on the phrase ÍD-an tapuša. Yet, this expression can also be found in other
texts, for which there is no reason to assume inference from a foreign language. For instance, in the fragment KBo 14.13 ii 16 (NH/NS), we read [....
UR ]U Irrita ÍD-an tapuša. Since Iritta is known to have lain at the banks of the
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Euphrates,9 we should translate ‘… the c]ity of Irrita at the riverside’, and not
something like ‘at the side of the rivers’. So again, ÍD-an should be interpreted
as a singular form rather than as a plural one.
A third occurrence of the phrase ÍD-an tapuša is found in the description
of a ritual for a defeated army (KUB 17.28 (MH/NS) iv 45–55) where a ritual
gate is built near a river.
53 nu=kan ÉRIN MEŠ ištarna arḫa panzi GIM-an=m=aš=kan
54 ÍD-an tapu[š]a ari nu=šmaš=kan u̯ātar
55 šarā papparaškanzi
‘The troops pass through [the gate] and when it arrives ÍD-an tapuša,
they sprinkle water over them.’
It seems clear to me that the phrase ÍD-an tapuša can mean hardly anything
else than ‘at the riverside’, i.e. at the side of a single river, not of multiple
rivers. So again, the genitive form ÍD-an seems to have a singular meaning
instead of a plural one.
2.3 arunan
On the first tablet of the myth of Ullikummi, a rather broken scene is attested
in which the deified Sea is having a conversation with his vizier Impaluri
(Güterbock 1951: 138). One of its paragraphs reads as follows:
KUB 17.7 (MH/NS) ii
9
10
11
12
13

[(nu dImpaluriš)] INIM MEŠ -ar aruni EGIR-pa
[(memiškeuu̯)an (d)]āiš EN=I̯ A =mu=kan kuit
[
-]at nu=za=kan arunan tapuša
[
=]kan x-x šakuu̯ai̯anun
[
(dK)]umarbiš DINGIR MEŠ -aš addaš ēšzi

(dupl. KUB 33.102 i 1–3 (MH/NS))
‘Impaluri started saying the (following) words back to the Sea: “My lord,
because [.....], arunan tapuša [.....], I saw [.......] Kumarbi, the father of
the gods, is sitting”.’
Since the main actor of this scene is the deified Sea, there can be no doubt
that arunan tapuša refers not to the side of multiple seas, but rather to the
9 Cf. KBo 1.3 obv. 39–40.
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side of this deified Sea. This is also the interpretation of Hoffner & Melchert,
who add in the broken part of line 12 the verbal form ii̯annii̯anun ‘I went’
(2008: 248). Yet, in order to explain the use of the form arunan in a context
that clearly deals with a single sea, Hoffner & Melchert interpret it as an acc.
sg. form that indicates direction, translating the sentence nu=za=kan arunan
tapuša [ii̯annii̯anun] as “[I went] to the side (allative) of the sea (acc.)” (2008:
248). This interpretation may theoretically be possible in a context including the verb ii̯anna/i- ‘to go’ (the restoration of which cannot be ascertained,
however), yet I have severe doubts about its correctness. It is to my mind
much more likely that the phrase arunan tapuša must be regarded as structurally identical to ÍD-an tapuša, and since the latter in the context n=ašta
ÍD-an tapuša kuiēš u̯ešeš ‘the meadows that are situated at the riverside’ (KBo
32.14 ii 26–7, as treated above) certainly cannot be interpreted as containing
an acc.sg. form of direction, it follows that this cannot go for arunan tapuša
either. I therefore conclude that arunan tapuša ‘at/to the seaside’ contains a
genitive form in -an that has a singular reference.
2.4 utnii̯andan
In the Anitta-text (KBo 3.22 (OH/OS)), we read in obv. 25–6 the following
clause: (25) nu apaš utniandan ḫūm[andan] (26) x[......] ẹ̄štu. Although the
beginning of line 26 is broken, the overall structure of this clause is clear.
The verbal form ēštu ‘he shall be’ implies that we are dealing with a nominal
sentence of the structure ‘he (apaš) shall be X’, in which X must have been
present in the gap at the beginning of line 26. Moreover, this means that utniandan ḫūm[andan] cannot be acc.sg. forms (the sentence is intransitive!),
but must instead be genitive forms in -an.
There is some discussion on what word should be added in the gap in
line 26. For instance, Neu (1974: 11) adds the word ‘enemy’ (“und jener soll
… F[eind] sein!”), whereas Carruba (2001: 62) adds the word ‘king’ (“jener soll … König sein”). For a discussion of the interpretation of utniandan
ḫūm[andan] this is not very relevant, however.
The genitive forms utniandan ḫūm[andan] are translated differently by
different scholars. For instance, Carruba translates them as genitive plural
forms, denoting ‘of all lands’: “jener soll aller Länder König sein” (2001: 62).
Neu, however, translates “und jener soll der ganzen Bevölkerung F[eind]
sein!” (1974: 11), interpreting utniandan ḫūm[andan] as a singular form ‘of
the entire population’. This latter interpretation is clearly preferable since, in
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all other contexts in which utnii̯ant- is used, the word means ‘population’, not
‘land’, and is used in singular case forms.10 I therefore assume, with Neu, that
in the Anitta-text the genitive forms utniandan ḫum[andan] mean ‘of the
entire population’, and therefore should be interpreted as having a singular
reference.
The same can then be assumed for the genitive form utnii̯andan as found
in KBo 17.1 i (OH/OS) (11) [k]āšata=šmaš=kan utnii̯andan lāluš dāḫḫu[n] ‘I
have hereby taken the tongues (slanders) of the population from you’ (not
“langues des pays” (Laroche 1965: 36) nor “slanders of the inhabitants” (Hoffner & Melchert 2008: 258).11
3

Synchronic interpretation

As we have seen, there are several clear cases of genitive forms in -ā̆n that
can only be interpreted as having a singular meaning: LUGAL-an LÚ MEŠ
‘king’s men’, ÍD-an tapuša ‘to/at the riverside’, arunan tapuša ‘to/at the seaside’, utniandan ḫum[andan …] ‘… of the entire population’. Yet, it certainly
cannot be denied either that there are some clear cases where genitive forms
in -ā̆n must be interpreted as having a plural meaning: DINGIR MEŠ -an uddār
‘words of the gods’, ḫūmandan LÚ.MEŠ ḫāpii̯an unuu̯ašḫuš=(š)muš ‘the ornaments of all ḫāpi-men’, etc.
It therefore seems obvious to me that we should follow Ehelolf in his
statement that the genitive in -ā̆n seems to be indifferent to number (1936:
174).12 Yet, this raises questions about its relationship to the genitive case in
10 Nom.sg. utnii̯anza (KUB 36.110 rev. 9, 12, KUB 1.16 ii 62), KUR-eanza (KBo 3.4
iv 36, KUB 14.3 ii 58), acc.sg. utniantan (KBo 17.22 iii 16 (or gen. form in -an?)),
dat.-loc.sg. utnii̯anti (KBo 17.22 iii 4). Note that in one context the nominative
singular form utnii̯anza triggers a plural enclitic possessive: KUB 36.110 rev. (9)
… nu=z=apa utnii̯anza ḫūmanza (10) iškiš=šmet anda URU Ḫattuša lagan ḫarz[i]
‘The entire population will hold their back bent down towards Ḫattuša’. This indicates that utnii̯ant-, although grammatically a singular form, could be interpreted as having a plural or collective meaning.
11 But cf. the translation “slanders (‘tongues’) of the population” (Hoffner &
Melchert 2008: 324).
12 As is well known, also the Hittite ablative in -(ā̆)z and the instrumental in ‑(e/i)t
are indifferent to number, which means that forms having these endings can either have singular reference (e.g. ḫUL-it EME-it memišta ‘he spoke with an evil
tongue’) or plural reference (e.g. ŠU MEŠ -it ‘with the hands’; note the sumerographic plural marker MEŠ).
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-ā̆š, from which it is usually thought to be distinct only in number. If the genitive in -ā̆n does not have plurality as a specific characteristic, in what way
was it then functionally distinct from the genitive form in ‑ā̆š? Moreover, to
what extent was this latter case specifically singular?
3.1 The number of -ā̆š
It is generally acknowledged that in Middle Hittite and Neo-Hittite times the
ending -ā̆š is used in the function of both gen.sg. and gen.pl. It is usually stated that the use of -ā̆š as a gen.pl. marker is an innovation that is linked with
the decline of -ā̆n. For instance, Hoffner & Melchert state that “[b]eginning
already in OH we find a competing pl.gen. ending -aš [i.e., competing with
‑ā̆n, A.K.], which becomes the only genitive in NH.” They add, however, that
“[i]t is impossible to determine whether this ending reflects a merger with
the dative-locative plural [which is -ā̆š as well, A.K.] or the genitive singular”
(2008: 73). Yet, already Laroche (1965: 33) provided a good argument in favor
of the view that the gen.pl. ending -ā̆š is identical to the gen.sg. ending -ā̆š.
In the pronominal system the gen. ending -el, which is originally found in
singular forms (ammel ‘of mine’, tuēl ‘of yours (sg.)’), spreads to plural forms
as well (anzel ‘of ours’ and šumēl ‘of yours (pl.)’, replacing older šumenzan).
According to Laroche, these developments in the pronominal system can be
seen as parallel to the ones in the nominal system, and he thus argues that
the MH and NH gen.pl. ending -ā̆š is identical to the gen.sg. one. Moreover,
Laroche states that, consequently, in these periods the ending -ā̆š can be seen
as indifferent to number.
The question is now: is this indifference to number of the genitive ending -ā̆š something that innovated within the history of Hittite, or could it be
an original feature? In order to answer this question, it is relevant to know
that already in Old Script texts we find forms in -ā̆š that are clearly genitive
plural. Take for instance the phrase anduḫšaš ḫaršār (StBoT 25.3 i 23 (OS),
StBoT 25.4 i 18 (OS)) which must be translated as ‘heads of humans’, i.e.
with anduḫšaš as a plural form (cf. HW2 A: 110, which translates “Köpfe von
Menschen” and marks anduḫšaš as “Pl.(!) Gen.”). This clearly indicates that
already in the oldest Hittite texts the genitive ending in -ā̆š is used both in a
singular and in a plural meaning and therefore can be seen as being indifferent to number.
Hoffner & Melchert are aware of such examples but nevertheless state
that the plural use of the genitive ending -ā̆š is “[b]eginning” in Old Hittite,
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implying that in the oldest Old Hittite -ā̆š was singular only. This statement
is, however, undoubtedly based on the etymological consideration that the
gen. ending -ā̆š must derive from the PIE singular ending *-os. Yet, on the
basis of synchronic evidence, there is no reason whatsoever to assume that
the plural value of the gen. ending -ā̆š is an innovation of Old Hittite: it may
just as well have been an original feature.
3.2 The functional difference between -ā̆n and -ā̆š
Now that we have established that both -ā̆n and -ā̆š are indifferent to number
already in Old Hittite, it is clear that the functional difference between these
two endings cannot have been one in number. We must therefore look for a
different kind of semantic distinction.
If we look at the semantics of genitives in -ā̆n, it is remarkable that in
many cases they have to be translated in a nonspecific way.13 Take for instance the phrase ÍD-an tapuša as attested in one of the fables from the Song
of Release that was treated above. As we have seen, it occurs at the very beginning of the story where no previous mentioning of a river has been made.
The phrase ÍD-an tapuša therefore does not refer to any specific river, and it
was thus argued that the translation ‘at the side of the river’ (“auf der Seite
des Flusses”), with a definite pronoun, was inappropriate. Instead, it was argued that we should translate ‘at the side of a river’, with an indefinite pronoun, or, even better, ‘at the riverside’, using a compound. In other words, in
this context a translation in which the genitive form ÍD-an is interpreted as
having a nonspecific value seems to be preferable.
Such a nonspecific translation would also fit well for LUGAL-(u̯)an āška‑.
The gate that this phrase refers to marked the place of the royal court, of
which Bryce states that “much of the business brought before [it] cannot
have been conducted by the king in person” (2002: 44). It is therefore likely
that LUGAL-an āška- did not mean ‘gate of the king’ (i.e. a gate possessed
by the king himself), but rather ‘king’s gate’ (i.e. a gate where kingly matters
were executed).
Also in other cases the genitive in -ā̆n seems to have a nonspecific meaning, which is, in the Germanic languages, sometimes best translated by compounds. In fact, this type of translation was already used by Pedersen (1938:
32) (although he does not seem to explicitly claim that the gen. in ‑ā̆n was nonspecific): šiunan URU ‘Gottesstadt’, LUGAL-an āška- ‘Königstor’, LUGAL‑u̯an
13 Cf. e.g. Enç (1991) for the concept of specificity.
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É-er ‘Königshaus’. To these can be added cases like patān GIŠ GÌR.GUB ‘footstool’ (thus CHD P: 232, not ‘stool of the feet’) and DINGIR MEŠ -nan DUMU MEŠ
(KUB 34.63, 7 (MS)) ‘Göttersöhne’.
Let us now compare this value of the genitives in -ā̆n to the semantics of
the genitives in -ā̆š. Before we do so, we must realize that, since the ending
-ā̆n is lost as a living case after (or perhaps already at the end of) the Old Hittite period, it is quite probable that its function from that moment onwards
has been taken over by the ending -ā̆š. This means that, in order to determine
a distinction between the two, we should look only at Old Hittite examples
of genitives in -ā̆š, and preferably of words of which the form in ‑ā̆n is contemporaneously used as well. The only word which meets these criteria is
that for ‘king’.
In Old Hittite texts, the genitive form LUGAL-(u̯)aš is used in combination
with all kinds of words, namely with body parts (‘mouth, hand, foot, knee’),
with local adverbs14 (‘above’, ‘on top of the head’, ‘from besides’, ‘before’), with
evils (‘woo, pain and worries’) and with a few realia (‘bread’, ‘road/expedition’). What is striking is that, in all contexts in which LUGAL‑(u̯)aš occurs,
the king had already been mentioned earlier on, which means that it specifically refers to ‘the king’ (namely the one that was already part of the story).
This is in stark contrast to the nonspecific meaning of the forms in -ā̆n as
discussed in the preceding paragraphs. It therefore seems possible to me that
this was the original functional difference between the two.
We can therefore conclude that Old Hittite knew two genitive cases which
were both indifferent to number, but the one of which, -ā̆š, had specific semantics and the other of which, -ā̆n, had nonspecific semantics.
4

The other Anatolian languages

It is not easy to determine whether the difference between the Hittite endings -ā̆š and -ā̆n can also be found with the etymologically corresponding
endings of the other Anatolian languages.
In Cuneiform Luwian, no endings corresponding to Hitt. -ā̆š and -ā̆n are
found: here the genitive function had been taken over by the genitival adjective in ‑ašša/i-.
14 I.e., in constructions like LUGAL-aš MUNUS.LUG[AL-aš]š=a šēr[=ša]met (KBo
17.1 ii 32 (OS)) ‘above the king and the queen’.
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Also in Hieroglyphic Luwian the genitival adjective in -asa/i- is used, but
here we find separate genitive cases as well, namely one in -as, which is usually seen as cognate to Hitt. -ā̆š,15 and one in -asi, the origin of which is not
fully clear.16 Synchronically, the two endings seem to be interchangeable in
Hieroglyphic Luwian.17 In his 2003 overview of Luwian grammar, Melchert
cites the genitive endings -as and -asi as having both singular and plural
meaning (2003: 186).18 When looking at Hieroglyphic Luwian texts, this is
indeed what we find: although in the majority of cases -as and -asi have a
singular value (because in the majority of cases they are used with personal
names), there are some clear cases where they have a plural meaning.19 They
would thus support the indifference to number of the Hitt. ending -ā̆š. Since
no cognate to the Hittite ending -ā̆n is found, nothing can be said about
whether Hieroglyphic Luwian supports the semantic difference between
Hitt. specific -ā̆š and nonspecific -ā̆n.
In Lycian, too, a genitival adjective is used, in -ehe/i-, but we also find
separate genitive endings, namely -Ø,20 -h, -he, and -ẽ. The origin of the endings -h and -he is not fully clear,21 but -Ø is usually equated with Hitt. -ā̆š,
and -ẽ with Hitt. -ā̆n. The ending -Ø is only found a few times with personal
names (e.g. ehetẽme (TL 135, 1) ‘of Ehetẽme’, eppleme (TL 16, 1) ‘of Eppleme’).
15 E.g. Melchert (2012: 275).
16 Cf. Melchert (2012: 279f.) for a discussion of the possible prehistory of -asi.
17 Cf. the fact that in KARATEPE 1 § LV the Hu. version shows the form (DEUS)
BONUS-si ‘of the Grain-God’ with the ending -asi, whereas the Ho. version has
(DEUS)BONUS-sa, with the ending -as.
18 In a later article, however, Melchert calls the ending -as specifically “genitive singular” (2012: 275), but he does not make explicit why he does so.
19 E.g., in KARATEPE § LV where gen. BOS.ANIMAL-wa/i-si (Hu.)/BOS.ANIMALsi (Ho.) is translated by the Phoenician plural form ’lpm ‘oxen’ and OVIS.ANIMAL-wa/i-si (Hu. and Ho.) is translated by the Phoen. collective form ṣ’n ‘sheep’
(litt. ‘small life stock’); in KARKEMIŠ A1a § 30 where REL-i-sa OVIS(ANIMAL)si must mean ‘who is (a man) of sheep (pl.)’, and not ‘of a sheep’; in ANCOZ 7
B § 4 where za-zi-i-pa-wa/i URBS-ni-i-zi-ʹ DEUS-na-si-i DOMUS.PONERE ?-ti-zi
must mean ‘these cities, habitations of the gods’ and not ‘of the god’; in TOPADA
§16 where MAGNUS+ra/i-zi/a-pa-wa/i-mu (ANIMAL)EQUUS-sa probably means
‘the Great of the horses’ rather than ‘of the horse’.
20 I.e., of stems in -e < *-o-, the genitive form ends in -e < *-os, and of stems in -a <
*-eh2-, the genitive form ends in -a < *-eh2s(?).
21 But cf. Adiego (1994; 2010) who argues that the ending -h is an inner-Lycian analogical by-form of original -he which would reflect PIE *-e/oso. Cf. also Melchert
(2012: 277–8).
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The ending -ẽ is found with nouns, but in the majority of cases the context is
too unclear to know whether we should translate it as a singular or a plural
form. The only clear contexts in which -ẽ is used is on coins, where we find
words like aprllazẽ (Spier 1987: 36) ‘of the Aperlaians’, pttarazẽ (M241a) ‘of
the Pttaraeans’. On the basis of these forms, one could claim that the distinction between the genitive cases in -Ø and -ẽ is one in number: -Ø is used
with a singular meaning, whereas -ẽ is used with a plural meaning. Yet, if
the semantic distinction between -Ø and -ẽ would have been the same as the
one between their Hittite cognates, namely specific vs. nonspecific, we would
expect the same distribution: personal names have almost by definition specific semantics, whereas words referring to inhabitants of a city (‘Aperlaians’,
‘Pttaraeans’) would certainly be regarded as nonspecific. The Lycian data
must therefore be regarded as ambiguous.
In Lydian, possessive semantics are in principle rendered by a genitival
adjective in -l(i)-. Apart from that, the dative plural ending -aν sometimes
seems to be used in a genitival function (artimuν ipsimνaν kulumνa(ν)=k
(2.10) ‘Artemis of the Ephesians and the Koloëians’ and sfarda(ν)=k artimuλ
(11.9) ‘and to Artemis of the Sardians’)22 and is therefore generally regarded
to be cognate with the Hittite genitive ending -ā̆n. Since Lyd. -aν marks a
specifically plural case, one could argue that it shows that the indifference
to number of Hitt. -ā̆n must be an innovation. Yet, it is remarkable that the
only seemingly real genitival usages of Lyd. -aν are found in words referring
to inhabitants of a city (‘Ephesians’, ‘Koloëians’, ‘Sardians’), which are exactly
parallel to the Lycian forms in -ẽ treated above. And just as the Lycian forms
in -ẽ may be regarded as having nonspecific meaning, one may argue that
this was originally the case in Lydian, as well, and that through such usages
-aν was reinterpreted as a genitive plural ending after which it spread to the
dative plural as well. Yet, since no cognate to Hitt. -ā̆š has thus far been found
in Lydian, it is impossible to determine whether pre-Lydian had a system
similar to the one in Hittite or not.
All in all, I conclude that the material of the Anatolian languages other
than Hittite is difficult to use for determining the Proto-Anatolian situation.
On the basis of the indifference to number of the Hieroglyphic Luwian endings ‑as and -asi, I am inclined to believe that this was a Proto-Anatolian
feature, which would imply that the Hittite system, in which the semantic
distinction between -ā̆š and -ā̆n was not one in number but rather one in
specificity, can be projected back to Proto-Anatolian.
22 Cf. Gusmani (1964: 130, 156, 202).
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The Indo-European background

It is well known that the Hittite endings -ā̆š and -ā̆n are etymologically related to the genitive endings of the other Indo-European languages that are
commonly reconstructed as *-(e/o)s and *-om,23 respectively. In the other
Indo-European languages, *-(e/o)s has always a singular meaning whereas
*-om has always a plural meaning, and these properties are therefore usually
reconstructed for the Proto-Indo-European mother language as well.
One could therefore assume that the indifference to number of Hittite -ā̆š
and -ā̆n is the result of an innovation of the Anatolian branch. Yet, in view of
the Indo-Hittite hypothesis, which states that Anatolian was the first branch
to split off from the mother language,24 it is now just as possible that the situation in Hittite is an archaism, and that the distinction in number between
*-(e/o)s and *‑om is an innovation of the non-Anatolian Indo-European languages. Personally, I am inclined to favor this latter option, but it goes beyond the scope of this paper to provide a detailed argumentation for it.
I do want to remark that it would fit the fact that it is difficult to reconstruct for Proto-Indo-European the endings of the plural cases. Take for instance the dative plural: do we have to reconstruct *-os (like in Hitt. -ā̆š),
*-bhios (like in Skt. ‑bhyaḥ and Av. -biiō), *‑bhos (like in Lat. -bus), *-mos (like
in Latv. -ms), or *-mus (like in OCS ‑mъ, OLith. -mus, and Goth. -m)? To my
mind, such deviations in the shape of the ending of some plural cases indicate that these were late, post-Proto-Indo-European creations, which implies
that plurality was a feature that came to full blossom only in the prehistories
of the individual daughter languages.
Moreover, the idea that *-om originally was indifferent to number would
also fit Kortlandt’s proposal (1978: 294; 2007: 237) that the genitives in *‑om
were originally neuter forms of possessive adjectives, which only relatively
recently became part of the Proto-Indo-European inflectional system.
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